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A healthy sexual life is affected by a number of factors including psychosexual and biological conditions in addition to external conditions. Female sexual dysfunctions have a negative impact on marriages and social relationships. Among the female sexual dysfunctions frequently encountered in medical practice are low sexual desire, vaginismus and orgasm disorder. Presence of these dysfunctions before marriage renders that marriage voidable. If they appear after marriage, they are considered as a condition which destroys a marriage and leads to divorce. This study deals with medical aspects of female sexual dysfunctions and judicial implications of the dysfunctions according to Turkish Civil Code.
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Introduction: The forensic causality in any kind of expertise represents both a fundamental principle and a method of solving the objectives of cases. To explain and to understand clearly the causality in forensic pathology and to connect it with the juridical approach of the cases, is a difficult objective and that is why we decided to present this study.

Material and Method: We chose five cases expertised at the Institute of Legal Medicine Cluj in 2008, cases that we considered could be discussed about the interpretation as death cause and causality. We analyzed the correlation between trauma and death by establishing the relation interdependence between the factors involved.

Results and Discussion: The forensic report requires the analysis of the causality relationship between the trauma and death. There are some cases in which the blunt and exclusive examination of the body cannot provide sufficient data to resolve all the objectives proposed by the investigator, as well as for the clarification of all the hypotheses that would help the activity of judiciary probation. Therefore the forensic pathologist must have an imagination close to the one a chess player of medium value has. The approach of this new inter- and multidisciplinary research theme intends to be a presentation of the forensic theory and practice in the domain of causality with direct impact on the phenomenon related to criminality and juridical investigation. At the same time, the harmonization of these theories linked to the forensic causality in our country with the European ones would lead to a unitary and uniform juridical integration of the forensic causality that will ensure the equality in juridical trials.